ESPID Research Lunches

ESPID 2012
Thessaloniki, Greece, May 8-12, 2012

Research Lunch I:
Vaccination refusal; antibiotic prescribing: the European Academy of Paediatrics research in ambulatory setting network (EAPRASNET) experience
S. del Torso, Italy
Z. Grossman, Israel

Research Lunch II:
European collaborative group on community-acquired S. Aureus paediatric infections.
P. Rojo, Spain

Research Lunch III:
Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of antimicrobial agents
I. Lutsar, Estonia
J. Standing, UK

ESPID 2011
The Hague, The Netherlands, June 7-11, 2011

Research Network Session I:
PENTI and Emerging networks meetings
M. Sharland, UK
C.Gianquinto, Italy

Research Network Session II:
TB network (PTBNET)
H.E. Schölvinck, The Netherlands
M. Tsolia, Greece

Research Network Session III:
NEO MERO network
S. Esposito, Italy
P. Heath, UK

Research Network Session IV:
ARPEC network
M. Sharland, UK

Research Network Session V:
Meningo-coccal network
M. Levin, UK
Research Network Session VI: 
GRIP and TINN network meeting  
E. Jacqz-Aigrain, France  
C. Giaquinto, The Netherlands

Research Network Session VII: 
FUNGAL network  
E. Roilides, Greece  
A. Warris, The Netherlands

ESPID 2010  
Nice, France, May 4-8, 2010

Research Lunch I: 
ESPID Invasive Fungal Infections Study Group  
E. Roilides, Greece

Research Lunch II: 
Community-Associated Staphylococcus Aureus Infection  
P. Rojo, Spain

Research Lunch III: 
Prevention and Therapy of Perinatal Group B Streptococcal Infection: Can We Do More?  
L. Weisman, USA, A. Bedford-Russel, UK

Research Lunch IV: 
Application of Genomics in Pediatric Infectious Diseases  
A. Meijas, USA, O. Ramilo, USA

ESPID 2009  
Brussels, Belgium, June 9-13, 2009

Research Lunch I: 
Paediatric European Network for the Treatment of Infection  
S. Esposito, Italy

Research Lunch II: 
Prevention of Ureaplasma Associated Neonatal Diseases  
L. E. Weisman, USA

Research Lunch III: 
Trends in Hospitalizations for Rotavirus Gastroenteritis  
A. Ashkenazi, Israel

Research Lunch IV: 
Emerging Bacterial Resistance in Nicus  
H. Abdel- Hady, Egypt

ESPID 2008  
Graz, Austria May 13-17, 2008

Research Lunch I: 
Congenital Cytomegalovirus Infection: Prenatal and Postnatal Diagnosis and Therapy
G. Nigro, Italy

Research Lunch II:
Use of the Interferon- Gamma Assays for the Diagnosis of Tuberculosis in Children in Europe
B. Kampmann, UK

Research Lunch III:
RL3 towards a Global Vaccine Safety Data Link
S. Black, USA, J. Bonhoeffer, Switzerland

Research Lunch IV:
RL4 Paediatric Fungal Infection Network in Europe
E. Rolides, Greece

ESPID 2007
Porto, Portugal, May 2-4, 2007

Research Lunch I:
Pediatric Fungal Infection Network Europe
E. Rolides, Greece

Research Lunch II:
Use of Vaccines in European Countries
S. Esposito, Italy

Research Lunch III:
Neonatal Infection
A. Bedford-Russell, UK

Research Lunch IV:
Pan-European Protocol for the Study of the Aetiology of Thoracic Empyema
A. Finn, UK

ESPID 2006
Basel, Switzerland, May 3-5, 2006

Research Lunch I:
Antibiotic Resistance and Prescribing
M. Sharland, UK

Research Lunch II:
Neonatal Infections
A. Bedford- Russel, P.T. Heath, UK

Research Lunch III:
Use of Vaccines in European Countries
S. Esposito, Italy

Research Lunch IV:
Pneumocystis Jiroveci Pneumonia in Children
L.M. McNally, South Africa
Research Lunch I:  
Fungal Infections Research Workshop  
_E. Rolides, Greece_

Research Lunch II:  
Influenza Vaccination Research Workshop  
_S. Esposito, Italy_

Research Lunch III:  
Tuberculosis Research Workshop  
_D. Shingadia, UK_

Research Lunch IV:  
Neonatal Sepsis Research Workshop  
_P. Henneke, Germany, A. Bedford-Russel, S. Faust, P.T. Heath, UK_